Suspended graphene sensors with improved signal and reduced noise.
We report enhanced performance of suspended graphene field effect transistors (Gra-FETs) as sensors in aqueous solutions. Etching of the silicon oxide (SiO(2)) substrate underneath graphene was carried out in situ during electrical measurements of devices, which enabled systematic comparison of transport properties for same devices before and after suspension. Significantly, the transconductance of Gra-FETs in the linear operating modes increases 1.5 and 2 times when the power of low-frequency noise concomitantly decreases 12 and 6 times for hole and electron carriers, respectively, after suspension of graphene in solution from the SiO(2) substrate. Suspended graphene devices were further demonstrated as direct and real-time pH sensors, and complementary pH sensing with the same nanodevice working as either a p-type or n-type transistor was experimentally realized by offsetting the electrolyte gate potential in solution. Our results highlight the importance to quantify fundamental parameters that define resolution of graphene-based bioelectronics and demonstrate that suspended nanodevices represent attractive platforms for chemical and biological sensors.